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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 25/100
Item ID: P062-49-N
EAN: 5060520953755
Size: mm
Weight: 0 g

Recommended price

299 SEK

We believe in making great quality products that people love to use, which is why we’ve spent literally
hundreds of hours of design engineering our iPhone 12 Mini (5.4") Origami Folio Case. Don’t let its size
fool you. It packs a punch, with 2-in-1 different stand positions that allow you to make hands-free
FaceTime calls, watch videos on soft surfaces (like in bed or on the sofa) and browse the web hands-
free.  This is a case that enhances the use of virtually any iPhone app you can think of.

 

It’s engineered to have an incredibly shock absorbent TPU bumper both around the phone and around
the screen, to give you peace of mind that both are protected. The raised edge area around the screen
is also designed to sit perfectly flush with a glass screen protector, for those who like a little extra peace
of mind.  And, of course, the case is fully compatible with both wireless and wired charging.  

 

In addition to the awesome design, our iPhone 12 Mini (5.4") Origami Folio Case is also made using our
new custom range of 100% Certified Anti-Microbial/Anti-Bacterial materials. They have been created by
infusing an anti-microbial/anti-bacterial agent into the materials at source, so that they'll never wipe off
or lose potency and remain certified to kill 99.9% of bacteria under independent lab testing for the life of
the case. 

 

There’s other little details we love about this case too, like how it has a satisfying ‘click’ when it folds
into position, how it feels in your hands, how it slides into your pocket easily, or that it feels very sleek
and slim like the iPhone itself.  But, it's not about us... it's about you. Discover what you love about it!
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